
Specificaties

Artikelnummer DEF-REAR-OLD

Prijs Prijzen vanaf € 345,00

Afmetingen Width: 790mm
Height: 490mm

Geschikt voor Land Rover - Land Rover Defender Hard Top 110 3-door
Land Rover - Land Rover Defender 90 - 110
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Tail door halfdrop
window pre 2002

Experience the ultimate ventilation solution for your

Land Rover Defender with Explore Glazing's

exclusive and innovative half-drop window.

Specially designed and brought to market solely by

Explore Glazing, this unique product offers

unrivaled airflow during your adventurous journeys.

Upgrade your Land Rover Defender today and

enjoy the perfect balance of functionality and style.



Tail door halfdrop window pre 2002

The Explore Glazing half-drop window for the Land Rover Defender is designed to perfectly match the
dimensions of the original tail door glass, ensuring a seamless fit and easy restoration to the vehicle's
original design if desired.

With a hassle-free installation process, the window effortlessly mounts into the existing glass retainers,
eliminating the need for any modifications to your tail door.

Please note that the half-drop window does not include heating functionality and does not come with a
third brake light. However, you can easily replace the third brake light with an LED brake light
positioned above the window (brake light not included).

Crafted from durable aluminum, the window frame features a sleek black industrial powder coating
(RAL 9005), providing excellent resistance against weather-induced discoloration.

The half-drop window opens vertically from top to bottom, allowing for optimal ventilation across the
entire width of the window, creating a refreshing airflow within your vehicle.

Equipped with 4 mm tempered safety glass, certified ECE 43R and DOT, you can trust in the window's
reliability and durability. It is available in two stylish options: dark grey LT20% and parsol green
LT57%, perfectly matching the original Land Rover color.

Upgrade your Land Rover Defender with the Explore Glazing half-drop window and enjoy enhanced
ventilation, functional versatility, and a touch of style.
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Inbouw

The Explore Glazing window perfectly matches the dimensions of the original window, ensuring a
seamless replacement experience. There's no need for any modifications to the bodywork, making it
easy to install the window and restore the vehicle's original look.

For Land Rover Defender rear doors, there are two different models depending on the year:

Up to model year 2002: The window is installed using glass retainers.
From model year 2002: The window is installed using a sealing rubber.

Whichever model you have, our window is designed for a straightforward and quick assembly process.

Rest assured that the window is mounted securely in the original glass retainers or sealing strips,
providing a reliable fit and ensuring proper functionality.

To assist you further, you can access a detailed removal and installation instruction in the workshop
manual, available for download under 'prices and guides.'

Upgrade your Land Rover Defender with ease using the Explore Glazing window, and enjoy the
benefits of a seamless replacement process and a perfect fit.
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